Cleaning & Maintenance
Cascade – Typhoon – Torrent – Monsoon

Stainless & Chrome
You may occasionally want to remove water spots on the cabinet or any buildup of white deposits on
the showerheads. To clean the stainless steel and chrome surfaces spray or wipe with a product such as
Lime-Away™ or CLR™ or regular white vinegar. Protect and shine the stainless steel surfaces with any of
the stainless steel polishes on the market or with mineral oil. Regular applications will help significantly
to prevent buildup. NEVER CLEAN STAINLESS STELL WITH STEEL WOOL.

Scots Hose Nozzle
Clean the Scots Hose Nozzle by removing it from the hose and soaking it in vinegar or de-liming product
until deposits are dissolved.
The Mixing Valve – The mixing valve must be
maintained on a regular basis in order to
ensure proper function of your shower
system.
The Cartridge Unit (see drawing) contains the
entire valve control mechanism. To eliminate
down time during maintenance it is
recommended that you purchase a spare
cartridge so that a clean one is always
available.
The mixing valve control mechanism must be
kept clean and free of deposits and any
foreign matter buildup that will be present in
many systems.
Inspect within 30 days of initial installation.
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If regular inspection determines that your water supply causes deposits and foreign matter buildup
monthly, then the valve should be cleaned monthly
as follows:
1. Close Stop Checks (see drawing), remove
cartridge and soak in any acceptable de-liming
product or white vinegar.
2. Wash off deposits by soaking in vinegar or a deliming product. Make sure the piston in back of
cartridge moves freely in its sleeve and replace
cartridge.
3. Clean more frequently if your water supply so
demands.
The Check Valves (or Stop Checks) in the mixing
valve are highly important to proper operation.
Chips, dirt or deposits of any kind can cause failure of the thermal motor (in the cartridge unit). Failure
of the thermal motor will be indicated if the mixing valve does not operate at its set temperature.
Service Check Valves by first shutting off the water supply to the shower system (this may require
temporarily closing the water main to your facility). Disassemble Checks, clean and reinstall Check
Spindles and clean seats; replace seats if heavily worn or scored (compression elbows may need to be
removed). Replace in mixing valve and confirm that there is no leakage and that proper operation has
been restored.

Cartridge Removal and Replacement
Before removing a used cartridge for cleaning, have a new casing gasket and sleeve O-rings on hand.
Contact WaterWerks to receive and “Cartridge Kit” sent prior to the servicing. Use the following
procedure for Cartridge removal:
1. Shut off water supplies at both stop checks by turning clockwise.
2. Remove the 4 bolts on carriage bolt flange.
3. Using 2 large flat bladed screwdrivers, pry evenly on two sides of bolt flange until cartridge is free to
be removed by hand.
4. Carefully pull out cartridge with a twisting and turning action, always keeping cartridge on center
line. Leave compensating spring in position at bottom center of valve body.
5. Clean Cartridge as described above.
6. Replace sleeve O-rings and grease them.
7. With a twisting and pushing action, replace cartridge in valve body until bolt flange is firmly against
housing gasket.
8. While holding cartridge in place, replace bolts and tighten. Caution: do not attempt to pull cartridge
into position with the bolts as it will damage the inner workings.
9. Open Stop Checks and adjust temperature.
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